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Stripe Formation in Granular Mixtures due to the Differential Influence of Drag
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We describe an investigation of fluid-immersed granular mixtures subjected to horizontal vibration.
For sufficiently large amplitudes of vibration, a mixture of equal-sized glass and bronze particles in
water is found to separate into a striped pattern. Numerical simulations based on soft-sphere molecular
dynamics coupled to the interstitial fluid are able to capture many of the features observed experi-
mentally. We propose a general pattern-formation mechanism based on the differential influence of drag
on the components of the mixture. An expression for the number of stripes as a function of the system
parameters is derived and shown to be in good agreement with experiments.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Snapshots showing the time evolution
of the granular mixture starting from a well-mixed initial
configuration. From top to bottom, the times correspond to t �
1:0, 2.0, 2.3, 3.0 min. The darker spheres represent the bronze
component. The arrows indicate the axis of vibration.
Separation and pattern formation in granular mixtures
are currently areas of intense research activity within the
physics [1] and engineering [2] communities. Granular
separation is important in many industrial processes and
techniques based on sedimentation, rotation, or vibration
have been developed to process a wide range of materials,
based on differences in properties such as particle size,
shape, or density [3]. In the natural world, granular sepa-
ration and pattern formation are widely observed, for
example, in rock formation by sedimentation, in sand
ripples, and on patterned ground [4].

Recently it has been noted that fluid-immersed granu-
lar mixtures spontaneously separate under vertical vibra-
tion [5]. The morphology of the separated state has been
found to depend upon the vibratory conditions [5], on the
composition of the mixture [6], and on the nature of the
fluid [7]. The mechanism behind this form of separation
has been traced to the influence of the fluid on the grains
as it is driven through the granular bed by vibration [8,9].
A seemingly unrelated separation into periodic stripes
has been observed in a binary granular mixture shaken
horizontally on a tray [10]. This behavior was found to be
uninfluenced by the surrounding air and a mechanism
based on entropic ordering has been proposed [11].

In this Letter we describe experimental observations of
fluid-driven stripe formation in horizontally vibrated
granular mixtures. We investigate the dependence of
this behavior on the vibratory conditions and on the size
and density differences of the components of the mixture.
We have carried out molecular dynamics simulations
which capture the key features observed experimentally
and suggest a pattern-formation mechanism based on the
differential influence of drag. We derive an expression for
the number of stripes in terms of the system parameters
and verify our predictions by experimentation and simu-
lation. We argue that the stripe and pattern formation
observed in a wide range of systems [4,10–13] may be
based on a common mechanism.

The initial experimental system consists of a mixture
of equal-sized glass and bronze spheres, fully immersed
in water. The particles were sieved from a broad size
0031-9007=04=93(18)=184302(4)$22.50 
distribution to extract those within the size-range
1:00–1:18 mm. A dry mixture of bronze and glass
spheres, 33%:67% by volume, was poured into a cylin-
drical glass tube 11 cm long and of 5 mm internal diame-
ter. The tube was then filled fully with water and closed by
two rubber stoppers. This procedure ensured that the
initial configuration was well mixed. The tube was then
attached to an electromechanical vibrator, the axis of
vibration being accurately aligned to the horizontal.

Figure 1 shows the time development of the system
under sinusoidal vibration at f � 50 Hz and amplitude of
vibration A � 2 mm. The corresponding maximum ac-
celeration relative to gravity, � � A�2�f�2=g, is 20.
Initially, as the mixture becomes fluidized by vibration,
the heavier bronze component slowly sinks to the bottom
of the tube. During this process, bronze-rich regions
begin to develop. Subsequently, these regions merge and
form a striped pattern perpendicular to the direction of
vibration. Within a few minutes, the configuration con-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Snapshots from simulations showing
the time evolution of the granular mixture starting from a well-
mixed initial configuration. From top to bottom, the times
correspond to t � 0.0, 0.5, 2.0, 5.0 min. The darker spheres
represent the bronze component.
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sists of stripes entirely of bronze separated by regions of
pure glass. Such a state appears to be stable, at least on the
time scale of a few hours. The striped pattern is approxi-
mately periodic and is reproducible between different
experimental runs. However, this periodicity is sensitive
to the initial configuration and only a well-mixed initial
state produces stripes which are close to periodic.

Clear stripe formation is observed over a range of
values of f and �. We have investigated these phenomena
for different particle sizes and container geometries, us-
ing both air and water as the interstitial fluid. Under
horizontal vibration, stripe formation occurs in those
systems that separate well under vertical vibration, as
discussed in [6,7]. Specifically, for fine grains that are
strongly influenced by the surrounding fluid, a mixture of
particles having densities �1 and �2, and radii r1 and r2,
respectively, will form a striped pattern if the ratio
�1r

2
1=�2r

2
2 is sufficiently different from unity. The

pattern-forming behavior is robust and does not require
precise horizontal sinusoidal vibration. Indeed, the for-
mation of stripes can be observed if a tube containing a
water-immersed mixture of lead shot and plastic beads is
vigorously shaken horizontally by hand. However, in all
the systems we have investigated, if the fluid is removed
stripe formation is no longer observed.

In order to understand these phenomena in more detail,
we have performed numerical simulations that are able to
reproduce the behavior observed experimentally. The
granular motion is simulated using soft-sphere molecular
dynamics [14]. The particles are confined in a container
that is vibrated sinusoidally with amplitude A and angu-
lar frequency !. The interaction between the grains and
the fluid is modeled by adding an effective Stokes’ drag
force to each particle of the form

Fdrag � ��r�V � Vf�; (1)

where V is the velocity of the particle, Vf is the fluid
velocity, and � is determined from the laminar term of
the Ergun equation and depends upon the fluid viscosity
and mean porosity of the bed [8,15]: it models the en-
hanced fluid drag on a particle when it is part of a porous
medium [16]. We have also carried out some simulations
based on the full Ergun equation; the nonlinear correc-
tions do not substantially modify the observed behavior.
We also assume that the fluid, being incompressible, is
driven backwards and forwards by the motion of the
container; Vf � A! cos�!t� in the horizontal direction.
This accelerated motion also introduces buoyancy forces
in the horizontal direction. Further details of the model
can be found in [8].

Figure 2 shows the time development of the simulations
in 3D. The bronze and glass components are equal sized
and contained in a cylindrical tube 10 cm long with
internal diameter 5 mm, vibrated at 50 Hz and an ampli-
tude of 2 mm. As is observed experimentally, an initially
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well-mixed configuration evolves into a periodic striped
pattern. The resulting bronze and glass stripes are ex-
tremely pure. Such a configuration appears to be stable
over time scales accessible to simulation. During every
cycle, gaps open up between the bronze and glass regions,
as is observed in our experiments.

If a force of gravity, parallel to the direction of vibra-
tion, is introduced into the model, then the individual
stripes merge and coarsen until a single bronze-rich re-
gion remains. This is the behavior observed experimen-
tally if the apparatus is rotated so that the direction of
vibration is vertical. Depending on the vibratory condi-
tions, a single bronze stripe may then form as a sandwich
between upper and lower glass stripes, or it may rise to the
top of the bed lying above a single glass stripe [8]. These
experiments and simulations show that the mechanism
for stripe formation observed in horizontally vibrated
granular mixtures immersed in a fluid is closely related
to that for fluid-driven separation observed in vertically
vibrated granular mixtures [5,6].

In order to remove the bias caused by gravity, we have
carried out simulations and experiments in 2D. As in 3D,
the fluid-driven model exhibits separation under vibra-
tion, and stripe formation is observed at high amplitudes.
In general, the morphology of the separated state depends
upon the amplitude of vibration, as shown in Fig. 3. For
small vibration amplitudes, a well-mixed initial configu-
ration remains mixed for all times. At higher amplitudes,
clusters of bronze are seen to form, and the system
reaches a steady state characterized by a mean cluster
size. We have taken two particles to be in the same cluster
if they are of the same type and if their centers are within
3r. We define a cluster size by the particle radius times the
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FIG. 3 (color online). The dependence of the steady-state
mean bronze cluster size, in units of particle diameters, on am-
plitude for a mixture vibrated at 50 Hz in 2D. Inset: Snapshots
from simulations showing the cluster morphology for ampli-
tudes A � 1:0, 2.0, 2.7, 3.5, and 4.5 grain diameters, with
periodic boundary conditions.
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square root of the mean number of particles within each
cluster. It provides a measure of how well mixed or
separated the system is. Its dependence on amplitude
shows a distinct change in behavior at an amplitude
comparable to the size of the grains.

Simulations allow us to make a detailed study of the
separation process and to suggest a simple microscopic
separation mechanism. The two key ingredients are (1)
the fluid is driven backwards and forwards through the
bed by vibration of the container, and (2) the fluid influ-
ences the two components of the mixture differently. In
our experiments with equal-sized bronze and glass parti-
cles, the fluid flow will influence the lighter glass compo-
nent more than the bronze. Consequently, it will tend to
move the glass with respect to the bronze in the direction
of vibration. Over one cycle of vibration, glass is initially
dragged out of bronze-rich regions. On the return part of
the cycle, the bronze particles left behind are less likely
to reenter glass-rich regions because these regions are
now more compact due to the greater fluid damping of
the glass. Over a few cycles, this process will result in the
formation of bronze clusters, the less damped component.
Once like particles come together, there will be little
tendency for them to separate as they are driven in the
same way by the fluid. The process will then repeat until a
stable configuration is reached.

Both in simulation and in experiment, the system
reaches an amplitude dependent steady state in which
the particles move backwards and forwards periodically
due to the fluid drag, but do not collide with each other.
For particles of the same type, this motion can occur for
any particle separation. However, because the more easily
dragged component (glass) has a greater amplitude of
motion than the less dragged component (bronze), colli-
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sions between glass and bronze can be avoided only if
there is sufficient space between them. As the total avail-
able free space can be redistributed by like particles
coming together, clusters of like particles merge until
there is enough free space around them to avoid collisions.
This is why we observe gaps between bronze and glass
regions.

For sufficiently small amplitudes of vibration, each
grain has enough space surrounding it and a well-mixed
configuration remains mixed. As the amplitude of vibra-
tion is increased, more space is needed around clusters
because the difference in motion of the bronze and glass
increases. This extra space may be provided by the for-
mation of larger clusters, which is why the cluster size
grows with amplitude, as shown in Fig. 3.

For high amplitudes of vibration, the steady state is a
periodic stripe pattern, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. In
this limit, the 1D nature of the pattern can be analyzed
using a simple geometrical model which relates the num-
ber of stripes to the vibratory conditions. In order for
collisions between bronze and glass stripes to be avoided,
the maximum gap between them must be greater than or
equal to 2�a, where �a is the difference in the ampli-
tudes of the bronze and glass motions. Given this gap, the
number of stripes in the steady state can then be calcu-
lated. Consider a mixture of nG and nB glass and bronze
spheres of radii rG and rB, respectively, which has sepa-
rated into an equal number of bronze and glass stripes N.
To fit them into an area of length L and width W, N must
satisfy

WL �
nG�r

2
G

CG
�

nB�r
2
B

CB
�W�2�aN � 2�e�; (2)

where the local area filling fractions within the bronze
and glass stripes are CB and CG. Here �e is an end
correction equal to the difference in amplitudes of the
box and glass. If the area ratio of bronze to glass particles
is R � nB�r2B=nG�r

2
G, and C is the overall area filling

fraction, then, from Eq. (2), N may be written as

N �
L

2�a

�
1�

C�CB � RCG�

CBCG�1� R�

�
�

�e
�a

(3)

in terms of the vibrational parameters and the unknown
quantities CB and CG. We note that, in the case of an extra
end glass stripe as is frequently seen in our experiments,
Eq. (3) is unchanged if N is taken to be the number of
bronze stripes. The periodic nature of the patterns which
we have observed results from random initial conditions,
while deviations from initial randomness lead to varia-
tions in the stripe widths. The derivation of Eq. (3), how-
ever, is general, not requiring a periodic striped pattern.

In order to test this theoretical prediction, we have
carried out quasi-2D experiments in a shallow water-
filled box of internal dimensions 142 mm� 32 mm�
2:7 mm, filled with a mixture of 2:3 mm diameter lead
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FIG. 4. The stable number of stripes Ns vs 1=� obtained in
the quasi-2D experiments. The crosses represent the experi-
mentally observed number of stripes, while the squares repre-
sent the average for each value of Ns. The continuous line is a
linear fit through the circular points which were derived from
the theoretical predictions of Eq. (3). The inset shows a com-
parison between simulations and this line.
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shot and 1:98 mm glass spheres. The box was aligned with
its largest face perpendicular to gravity and vibrated
horizontally along its principal axis. Such a geometry
eliminates the effects of gravity by restraining vertical
motion. Figure 4 shows the number of stripes as a func-
tion of 1=� obtained experimentally under sinusoidal
vibration at 10 Hz. The crosses show the stable number
of stripes obtained for different values of �, each for well-
mixed initial conditions. The squares represent a
weighted average of � for obtaining a particular number
of stripes. The continuous line is a linear fit to the circular
points. These points have been derived from Eq. (3), with
the values of �a, R;C;CG, and CL obtained from the
experiments [CL, the filling fraction of lead, replaces CB
in Eq. (3)]. For the system considered here, R � 0:37 and
C � 0:64. CG and CL are found in general to have values
close to 0.8 and 0.72, respectively, the measured values
being used to obtain the line. It should be noted that the
observed number of stripes, Ns, is an integer, while in
Eq. (3), N is a continuous function of the system parame-
ters. Small variations in CG and CL about their mean
values allow N to be an integer. This is the reason for
the steplike structure of the data points in Fig. 4. There is
good agreement between the predicted and observed
mean values. The inset of Fig. 4 shows results from
simulations using the linear drag model, Eq. (1). The
value of � was chosen to best match the lead and glass
motions with the experimentally obtained values [16].
The agreement between our simulations of stripe forma-
tion and theoretical prediction is also reasonably good.

Our experiments and simulations demonstrate a
pattern-forming mechanism which results from the dif-
ferential influence of fluid drag. It is clearly distinct from
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conventional separation mechanisms based only on size
and/or density differences as it requires a fluid to be
driven through the bed by vibration. This work suggests
that separation should occur in many systems in which
the individual components are influenced differentially
by periodic forcing [4,12].

In recent experiments by Mullin et al. [10,11], stripe
formation has also been observed in binary granular mix-
tures vibrated horizontally on a flat surface. It was shown
that experiments carried out in vacuum still exhibit sepa-
ration and stripe formation. Consequently, a separation
mechanism based on fluid effects has been ruled out.
However, the similarity of the patterns observed in [10]
and those seen in our experiments and simulations sug-
gest a common underlying physical mechanism based on
the differential influence of drag. In our experiments the
drag is provided by the fluid as it is forced through the bed
by vibration. In Mullin’s experiments the differential drag
may be provided by friction with the tray [13].
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